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Deloitte’s Campus Mavericks
Fall

IMT Ghaziabad was honored to host Deloitte Maverick North Zone Finals, for a
brilliant second time in a row on 9th of September 2016. The campus was all agog with
excitement for this much awaited event of the B-school cosmos!
Campus Maverick of Deloitte India is a noteworthy industry-academia connect
program, which focuses on building among the future business leaders analytical skills
and leadership skills, and this time, 22 teams had got selected for the North Zone round.
Amongst the 8 teams that made it to the campus finals, IMT Ghaziabad proudly boasted
of 2 home teams -The Incredibles and Team Awesomosis.
With popular numbers of the day playing in the background, the new auditorium
quickly filled up with animated students. The case challenge was to be complemented by
“Role the Reel”, a video making contest,“Be the One”, a platform to recognize stories of
students creating a change in the society and the most awaited “The War of the Bands”.
Heeransh Rohatgi, a 1st year IMTian took the dais in “Be the One”, and told us his story
of commitment, “Ladder and Laughter”- an initiative inspiring one and all to do their
bit and bring about a change in the community around us.
Very soon the auditorium was turned into a concert hall by the two bands from
IIM Lucknow and FMS Delhi who had come to perform for “The War of the Bands”.
As they rocked the stage with their powerful performances, IMTians realized that they
were soon to have a Deloitte Maverick hangover! The entire auditorium was tapping its
feet to the rhythm of the and joining the singers in their melody, and Team 4.3 of IIM
Lucknow won this musical battle!
As the event was coming to its closure, it was time for the results. The
auditorium burst into a huge round of applause for its home team The Incredibles, who
were declared the North Zone winners and went on to represent IMT Ghaziabad at the
National Finals. The team consisted of 3 exceptional students, Anisha Ahuja, Naman
Midha and Sana Grover, who showcased their intelligence, dedication and hard work as
they cracked every round, each tougher than the previous one, and emerged victorious
in the end with a ‘Runners up’ title to their name with a cash prize of INR 1,50,000!
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Editor’s Note

is here – the season of sublime
endings and wholesome beginnings - a
season that challenges every antiquated
setting and embraces unmapped territory.
The October edition of IMTimes - the
official newsletter of IMT Ghaziabad –
aims to play by the rules of the season
and brings a newfangled perspective to
the world of business, technology and
lastly, IMT. We have had the extreme
pleasure of interacting with the Dean
(Academics) and sharing his vision
for moving towards holistic academic
excellence by introducing new courses
and modifying existing modules. The
edition has also been awarded value
through two superlative interviews
featuring eminent faculties from the
fields of both Marketing and Finance.
Students can look forward to a mindbending HBR article and a number of
recent industry revelations which are
bound to keep them on the top of the
current affair ladder.
Since MBA is as much about creativity as
it is about knowledge, we have included a
couple of slice-of-life articles written by
our very own students. In a nutshell, this
edition has all that it takes for you to sit
down with a cup of coffee and immerse
yourself in the eventful world of product
launches, mergers and acquisitions, pathbreaking trends, entrepreneurial ventures
– and the ever-modulating world of IMT
bound on an upward spiral.
I would like to express my heartfelt
gratitude to Dr. Tripti Ghosh Sharma
for her constant guidance and invaluable
insights for the edition. Lastly, I would
like to sincerely thank the entire clan
of IMTeam PRISM whose diligence is
reflected in the product that IMTimes is,
today.
Here’s hoping you have a splendid
reading session with IMTimes!
Nishtha Bhasin
Editor - IMTimes
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Guest Lecture by the
Reserve Bank Of India
on Financial Awareness
“Well, an owl is traditionally a symbol of wisdom, so we are
neither doves nor hawks, but owls, and we are vigilant when
others are resting. “
-Urjit Patel, RBI Governor

It was an utmost honour for IMT Ghaziabad to host
dignitaries from the world of banking, including the nation’s
central bank, on
4th October 2016,
as representatives
from the Reserve
Bank of India,
Punjab
National
Bank, Bank of
India,
Syndicate
Bank and Allahabad
Bank visited the
campus
for
a
session organised
by IMTeam PRISM,
and addressed the
students in an effort
to give an impetus to
financial literacy and
awareness amongst
today’s youth, who
are all set to become business leaders of tomorrow.
The session commenced with our esteemed Director
Dr Atish Chattopadhyay welcoming the dignitaries and
appreciating their effort to take forward financial awareness.
The Director’s address was followed by the ceremonial
lighting of the lamps by the honourable guests and our
Director. Thereafter, Mr Nitish Aggarwal, took over the
podium on behalf of RBI Lucknow and introduced RBI’s
mandate of spreading financial literacy. Mr. Ajay Kumar,
Regional Director RBI Lucknow further enlightened us
about the processes and functions of banks operating
in the public and private sector and how the money
market and Forex market are key influencers in the policy
decisions and regulations followed by banks, NBFCs and
MFIs. He emphasized on the importance of financial
awareness and vigilance to avert financial frauds and to
facilitate awareness how the RBI is setting up 384 financial
literacy centres. Sri Gopal Prasad, Advisor, Department
of Economic Policy and Research elucidated the macro-
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economic basis for monetary policy formulation, and
spoke at length about components of Indian economy.
He went on to congratulate students of IMT Ghaziabad
who had interned successfully with the RBI. The Assistant
Legal Advisor of RBI Lucknow, Mr. BS Bohra spoke
about sale of financial products by unscrupulous parties,
stressing on the need of sensitization to safeguard our
money against multi-level marketing schemes, Ponzi
schemes and chit funds which are devices for miscreants to
generate funds by misappropriation, highlighting how only
licensed, registered banks and 188 Non-Banking Financial
Institutions (NBFCs) can legally operate in the domain of
depositing money and informed the crowd about ‘Sachet’
an online complaint forum against fraudulent practices,
where citizens can
directly
register
a complaint for
the RBI to take
action on. In an
entrepreneurial
vein,
Mr.
ER
Muthuselvan,
College
of
Agribanking Pune
spoke about the
challenges
of
funding
Micro
Small and Medium
Enterprises
(MSMES)
and
what action plan
can be followed.
He also stressed
upon the need for enhanced bank penetration and a new
framework for revival and rehabilitation of sick units in
the country of which one fourth are nested in the state of
Uttar Pradesh. To conclude this enriching session, Mr Amit
Kumar, Manager, Financial Inclusion and Development
at RBI explained how financial inclusion is the need of
the hour as banking and investment related know-how is
a necessity of the day, and how training projects focussed
upon generating financial literacy and education along with
Government endeavours such as such as Pradhan Mantri
Jan Dhan Yojana are working towards achieving that.
Following this informative discourse, students
enthusiastically participated in the Q&A round, and
the dignitaries were happy to address their queries. IMT
thanked the dignitaries for contributing their time and
knowledge towards making this event successful, thus
marking the end of an insightful journey into the world of
contemporary finance.
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In Conversation with
the Dean
In this edition of IMTimes, first
year PGDM student, Archit Kacker
interviewed our Dean, Dr. Ravikesh
Srivastava.
A visionary who has great plans in
pipeline for IMT Ghaziabad spoke
at length about where he sees IMT in
the next few years.
What are you looking forward to
most about being our new Dean?
My top priority as the new dean is to
focus on innovative pedagogy and get maximum engagement
from both students and faculty. I want the engagement to
not be limited just within classroom teaching but also to
something that helps students develop their personality and
skills. And for that to happen faculty has to play the role of
an effective mentor to engage students for the entire session.
How has the shift been from Professor and Head,
International Accreditation, SPJIMR, Mumbai to Dean,
IMT Ghaziabad? How has your experience been so far?
Once a person is in the role of a head, his roles are always
about the process. So the work that I have been doing over at
SPJIMR and here at IMT Ghaziabad are synonymous to each
other. My focus has been to improve the quality of students
on campus. So you see both my roles are aligned with a
little additional responsibility that falls in the administration
side. As a dean here my roles are ensuring overall academic
growth, faculty recruitment and their growth and changes in
curriculum to make it more robust and effective.
What is your vision for IMT and what do you think
might act as roadblocks?
My primary vision is to position IMT Ghaziabad in the top
10 B-Schools of our country by 2020. That is my immediate
agenda. I would also like to see more faculty research and
development and a lot more commitment from them. Both
the deans and our director are channelizing the resources to
meet these objectives.
Another very important vision that we have planned is
to have IMT Ghaziabad known as the Entrepreneurial
Developmental Institute in the next 5 years. Rather than just
teaching, we want serious entrepreneurs, 5-10 each year, to
have a national impact in the corporate world. We already
have an exhaustive plan with a step by step implementation
time frame. We would be initiating a second internship for the
students of second years for 6 weeks somewhere in October,
2017 which will help them enhance their holistic managerial
skills. This program is called EIP or the Entrepreneurial
Immersion Project.
Primarily there is only one bottleneck that we are facing is the
perception of IMT Ghaziabad. We are working hard in this
direction and trying to involve both our internal and external
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stakeholders, which includes the Alumni, Corporates, parents
and Aspiring students.
We have a number of initiatives planned like the recently
introduced SSR that will us the desired mileage.
Now that we have AACSB in our kitty, which next
milestone are we aiming at?
Our next aim is the Triple Crown Accreditation which is very
popular. It comprises of AACSB, EQUIS and AMBA. These
three accreditations are a major recognition in the name of
quality management. And post our AACSB accreditation, the
other two will not pose a major challenge. We have already
initiated the process for EQUIS and as for AMBA, it is in
pipeline.
What different skillsets are we trying to provide to the
IMTians to increase their employability?
Our focus now is to enhance student’s skills and attitude. We
have introduced new courses like Design Thinking, Personal
Growth Lab, Organization Based Projects and SSR. All these
will add new skills to our students which will differentiate
them from other premier B-School students.
We are seeing paradigm changes in the course structure,
student exchange, etc. How will it change the knowledge
deliverance here at IMT?
Something that I would like to clear out here is that we have
not cancelled student exchange. It is redesigned in a way so
that it is more need based. We will be sending only the second
year students accompanied by a faculty for the exchange. This
is to showcase our best to the world and attract international
companies as well. Our students would be going to partner
universities with similar accreditations which is a requirement
of AACSB.
Our whole intention is to enhance the knowledge deliverance
with focus on specialized courses as per the interest area. As
per the design of exchange, it will add value not just to the
students but also to the faculty who would be involved in
faculty development program.
Do you have a message for the future managers from
IMT?
My message is to have a holistic involvement for all
IMTians.Tahey should be involved in all activities and not
just classroom initiatives. I want students to understand the
seriousness of all other initiatives undertaken, because these
also have credits. It is important for the students to be very
particular and deliver the responsibilities taken.
My second message is to focus on my 3 Ps, that is Be
Proactive, Participative and Positive. These are more than
enough to meet all the requirements. I want students to have
that feeling of ownership. They are expected to come up with
ideas and even education plans. All these will lead to a great
impact in the coming years and this will increase engagement.
The students have to be in the driving seat rather than the
rear seat. I want them to be connected to everything that
is happening. Our campus should be ON 24x7. It is the
responsibility of OBP to have activities happening all the
time in the campus, because our motive is to make them stay
here in campus and that can only happen if they are involved
in all college activities.
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The High-Flyers
RB Maverick Winners
Under Banega Swachh India initiative Reckitt Benckiser
presented a challenge to college students to ideate upon
innovative ways to end open defecation in the country.
Team ND of IMT GHAZIABAD comprising of Nandish

is very personalized. The entire experience was enriching.
Going and implementing the idea in the field was the best
part of the competition.
How was this competition different from other
competitions you have participated in?
Dwaipayan- The competition here was different as most
competitions end with the analysis of the situation and a
solution of the same, but in RB, the challenge also included
the implementation of the solution that is provided by the
teams. That makes the competition stand apart.
Some learnings which have changed your outlook
towards life?
Nandish- I think that we are very fortunate to study in these
B-schools and the kind of life we are enjoying. Roughly 1%
or 2% of the population in India are that fortuate, so if we
devote 1% of our time to the people who are underprivileged

Malhotra, Dwaipayan Dey and Jyotsna Lal made it to the
2nd round with 6 other teams and was adjudged runner
up of RB Mavericks 2016.In this interview they share their
plans and the challenges they faced while solving the case.
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What prompted you to take part in RB Mavericks?
Nandish- When the problem of open defecation was
presented we researched and found that in rural India
approximately 65% of the people defecate in the open and
if these numbers are considered for the entire country, this
becomes 50%. So I found the problem challenging and that
was the biggest motivation. If I could make a small impact
even by helping one person it could be meaningful.

in terms of money, education or amenities, it would be great.
It doesn’t have to be a special occasion.

How was your experience at RB Mavericks?
Jyotsna- The experience was mostly good. Each team is given
a mentor and you get direct exposure to RB and what their
culture is, because the mentor is constantly available, and
since there are only 6 teams in the final round the attention

Tips for the future participants
Dwaipayan- Your BIG IDEA should be implementable and
sustainable. The idea may be innovative and look excellent
on pen and paper, but if it cannot be implemented, then the
purpose is lost.
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Mahindra War Room Finalists
On 7th October, 2016 Mahindra arrived again to shortlist
the campus winners. Nikhil Madgavkar (Executive Vice
President and CFO, Farm Equipment Sector and Two
wheeler, at Mahindra and Mahindra) and Mohammed Tura
(VP, Strategic initiatives at Mahindra and Mahindra) were
the judges. Out of the 6 teams that presented their case,
teams Bapu Ne Kaha Tha, Back to Basics and The Averagers won the campus rounds for the respective business
verticals and also Shobhit Agarwal of Back to Basics was
adjudged as the best individual presenter. Each of the
winning teams shared their amazing journey wih us. Stuti
Relan, Akshat Gangwal,Tunir Kr Das and Malini Jwala represented Bapu Ne Kaha Tha, The Averagers comprised of
of Surbhi Chaturvedi, Tanmay Swarup, Shashank Srivastava and Vaibhav Kakkar, and we had Pratyush Pillalamarri,
Rashmi Mittal, Akshay Vora and Shobhit Agarwal from
Back To Basics.
Team Bapu Ne Kaha Tha: “We had been doing MWR
religiously, despite knowing it had a great sunk cost attached to it. Along the journey we learnt that being consistent is always valuable how much ever time consuming it is.

problem; it can be operations case studies or finance case
studies. The Mahindra case study tests you holistically, as
in more on your entrepreneurial knack and how to run

a business. So in this journey though we were marketing
students, we had to take care of everything starting from
HR and finance to marketing, supply chain and so on. This
is the best part of the competition because we were tested
thoroughly on everything.”
Team Back To Basics: “We think that the primary differentiator for MWR is the stakes involved – the amount
of learning and the expected outcome are far ahead of any
other competitions
The amount of preparation required is also another factor.
For MWR, the preparation and learning time is 3 months,
which is like a mini internship. It requires a lot of hard
work, intense research and effective yet practical solutions

We advise future participants to take this if you are willing
to devote your time whole heartedly to this. Be ready, for it
is going to take a plunge on your social life and academics
(a bit). Also, be consistent!”
The Averagers: “Mahindra war room is like the world cup
of B-School competitions. Also this is one competition I
knew of before I joined the institute. Apart from the PPI
and the cash rewards, this is one competition which has a
lot of respect associated with it. So if you are a winner or
even just a participant, you get a lot of exposure and adulation from the MBA fraternity. This is what motivated us to
take part, and we formed a team together.
Many case competitions focus on one specific business
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to the business problems. It is not called world cup of all
competitions without reason. The biggest learning that
we’ve got out of our experience is not overthinking but
instead believing in the power of ideas. Simple ideas lead to
big results, and pushing it through with a good team makes
all the difference.”
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Campus Snapshots
Independence Day, 2016

Mahendra Nath Memorial
Lecture 2016
Keeping up with the tradition, the seventh ‘Shri
Mahendra Nath Memorial Lecture’ was organized by
IMT Ghaziabad on September 7, 2016 in the loving
memory of its Founder Chairman, Shri Mahendra
Nath, a visionary educationist of India. The Memorial
Day also witnessed an educational and insightful, oneof-its-kind session by by Dr Shubhro Sen, Director –
School of Management and Entrepreneurship, Shiv
Nadar University, who spoke about “Entrepreneurship
and Leadership in the 21st century.
The event opened with a spellbinding speech from
our respected director, Dr. Atish Chattopadhyay, who
envisioned IMT as an institution that combined theory
with practice. This was followed by the much awaited,
scintillating talk by the chief guest Dr. Shubhro Sen,
who stressed the importance of the desire to take risk
and appreciative inquiry as a few essential ingredients
to success. He spoke of how a leader only obtains
power by empowering others and sharing their vision
with everyone and how discipline and leadership of
self is as important as the leadership of others. He
concluded his speech with an interactive question and
answer session with the students, who were thoroughly
engaged and eager to learn more.
The session ended with six illustrious second year
students winning a coveted scholarship In the name
of Shri Mahendra Nath. It was a truly inspiring and
enriching experience.
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The cultural committee of IMT Ghaziabad organized
a grand celebration of India’s 70’th independence day
this August. After 70 years of ups and downs, of some
failures and many successes, of a few tears and infinitely
many more smiles, and the common theme of love and
patriotism evident on the faces of every IMTian, the
event was a great success with even the mess involving
itself in the celebration by serving everyone delicious
tiranga rice and green and saffron idlis.
The day started with the flag hoisting ceremony which
bought tears of joy to the eyes of each person watching.
Dr. Bindu Gupta and Dr. S.R. Musanna gave beautiful
speeches about what makes our country unique and
the importance of giving it due respect. This was
followed by a cultural program by the students of the
college which truly captured the essence of what India
is all about.
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The college also organized games (such as the classic
lemon – spoon race), competitions and meals for a
few children from underprivileged households as it
recognized how vital children are to the future of our
motherland. The smiles on the faces of the young
ones only reflected the energy, enthusiasm and love
that each citizen has for the country and its people.

ONAM 2016
–Cheer.Eat.Laugh.Repeat
Imagine waking up one fine morning to suddenly feel
that you had been transported to another place.
That was exactly how the students of IMT felt on
October 2016 when they woke up not in Ghaziabad,
but in the festive atmosphere of Kerala. The regular
breakfast-goers (as regular as it can be on a Sunday
morning) were
greeted by the
magnificent
floral
carpet
laid out on the
amphitheater.
One
quick
glance was all
that they needed
to realize that
Onam was here.
The night owls,
a
significant
proportion
of the IMT
populace, were
woken up by a
very different alarm that day; the zealous percussions
of the Onam procession called the chendamelam. The
feverish beats were more than enough to coax them
out of their beds and onto the grounds.
The special guest for the day, the Great King Mahabali,
went about explaining how he gets to spend one day
every year with his subjects and how he always looks
forward to coming to IMT and clicking selfies with his
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favourite people. The man had to be welcomed with
honour, and that was exactly what several saree-clad
lovely ladies did; by performing the traditional dance
known as thiruvathira. The men, realizing that dance
was not their forte, decided to thank the king for his
presence by singing some melodious Malayalam songs.
But what is Onam without sport? The traditional
ritual of uriyadi followed the cultural program, where
participants were blindfolded and told to break the
earthen pot hung above them. This was followed by
the test of strength, the tug of war competition. Teams
had to win or lose, but there was no stopping the
excitement that was in the air as the students cheered
their friends to floor their opponents. And then came
the best part.
Onam is a festival of prosperity. Nothing showcased
prosperity more than the king’s feast that awaited
the students after the celebrations. Titled the sadhya,
the multitude of mouth-watering cuisines served on
the traditional banana leaf satiated even the deepest
of
hunger.
No points for
guessing if the
students asked
for
second
helpings
of
almost
every
item in front of
them!
As the festivities
came to a close,
the
students
parted
their
ways with a
content
smile
and a glimmer
of hope; that
they will once again open their eyes to see the splendid
floral carpet in the campus premises, that they will once
again hear the festive rhythms and dance to the beats,
that they will once again see the great King amongst
them and join the celebrations with him, and that they
will once again eat the mouth-watering sadhya to their
heart’s content.
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Faculty Speaks

In conversation with
Dr. Soma Arora,
International Marketing

“A marketer should always be a go-getter; he has to be creative
and should have it in him to beat the odds. He doesn’t have the
luxury of blaming the environment.”
-Dr. Soma Arora
Congratulations on being awarded as the Best
Instructor for teaching Pedagogical Innovation
in International Business course. Could you
elaborate a little more on your achievement and
what it means to you?
Dr. Arora: So the best instructor award is given
particularly
for
International
Business course, which we teach
in Term-6 here at IMT. During the
course, we stress on Pedagogical
Innovation because we integrate
the entire course outline to a Global
Virtual Team (GVT). GVTs are
not very popular in India, but we
are planning to change that. In
the external team, one student of
IMT is paired with 5 other students
from different countries and these
teams report on a virtual mode on
a weekly basis. For 8 weeks they
continue their work; the deadlines
within which they have to keep
giving reports of their work, are
fixed. Every week we get peer
statistics from the University of
North Carolina, Greensboro in
USA, which co-ordinates the event. I was lucky to get
the entire course outline completely in tune with the
project deliverables. These deliverables are through the
X Culture Project and the performance of students
in the GVT is totally comparative. There are 3000
participating students from 40 different countries, and
each of the teams is mentored by professors from
B-Schools all across the globe. Instructors are rated
on how they have delivered the course to the students,
along with the students who are being rated. So if my
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students deliver well, it’s my victory too! It means a lot
to me because we had prestigious B-Schools from the
country like the IIMs participating and only IMT and I
got the award which makes it special.
So if we talk about specialization, International
Marketing, where do you find a roadblock for the
subject in the Indian context?
Dr. Arora: It was my area of specialisation during
MBA and I am teaching it for years now. It was also
the subject of my thesis during PhD. The roadblock
is that I don’t see too much company-orientation
towards IM. We should look towards making it a
domain during placements just like Sales, Branding
or Digital Marketing so that students have that added
drive to study something which is extremely important
globally. Abroad it is mandatory, but
unfortunately in India, we are not
tapping it as much as we should.
What, according to you, are the
qualities required for someone to
be a good marketer?
Dr. Arora: For marketing students,
I have one advice: be a go-getter!
If there is a roadblock, and you are
not able to get past it, there are two
ways to look at it: either blame the
environment or act and endeavour
to overcome it; except, you do not
have that luxury of options. You
have to constantly be on your feet
and be creative. A marketing person
does not give excuses! He gives
solutions!
How has your journey with IMT been so far?
Dr. Arora: The IMT journey has been very good so
far. The amount of time authorized for research far
exceeds the limits granted by other business schools in
India. We are allowed to choose the number of courses
we would like to teach, vis-à-vis, what we would like
to devote towards research and the hours we would
allot to other academic administration. It is a great
organisation!
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Alumni Articulate
Sermons from the Cubicle

-Prashanth Srivatsa

It’s been over six months since I left IMT, and a lot has happened since then, including the felling of the sagacious tree
at the centre of the campus. I don’t wish to delve into the
poetics of that, since that would be entirely against the point
of this article. Which is, don’t let the tearful histrionics by
the seniors, about the
Great Deforestation
of our times, bother
you. Stop wondering whether you have
made a wrong move
in coming to a place
that you thought was
held together by a few
dead branches. IMT is
much more than that.
The juniors would
probably have had
their summer placements under their belt by now (well,
most of you), while the seniors would be sweating it out
in the one place known for its consistent air-conditioning:
The Library. The life of an MBA revolves around these
inevitable moments of anxiety sandwiched between more
cheerful, sunny memories stamped in time. Only from out
here, churning out presentations on a weekly basis and having oats for routine, can I enviably ask you to cherish both.
This is what simple portfolio risk management teaches you:
there’s systematic risk and there’s unsystematic risk. The
former is out of your hands while you stay glued to the
flickering stock market screen, hoping for the economy to
do its own thing. The latter, now that’s what MBA, and
IMT in particular, urges you to eliminate. It’s achieved by
a simple diversification of your portfolio; avoiding putting
all your eggs in one basket. It worked for Phoebe Buffet;
but I doubt it’ll for you or me.
I’m aware that I’m entering into a sermon of sorts, listing
out things right out of the Ten Commandments. There is
only so much preaching I can manage, and even that could
be considered unnecessarily patronizing. Let it be. Perhaps
a part of you wanted to hear it from someone who has
thrown that convocation hat up in the air and posed for ridiculous selfies with the degree certificate in his hand. The
credibility sort of increases, doesn’t it? So listen on. You’ve
come this far.
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I rarely participated in case-study competitions; I thought
there was too much time and patience involved in it, and a
willingness to see it through to the end. There were other
activities in college – sports, fests, committees, late-night
walks with a potential – which always took precedence. I
don’t regret any of those, but the last time I was this wrong
about something was when I believed Arvind Kejriwal
would be an able Chief Minister.
IMT’s consistent display of prowess and excellence in competitions across the country and abroad is proof enough of
how mistaken I was, and the potential for learning, self-development and, this is obviously what you wanted to hear,
a kickass CV point, should drag you out of those midnight
parties and get the ball rolling. Now I know how futile
merely subscribing for the newspaper at your hostel room
is. Actually opening it and reading the business section is
a task more gruesome than two minutes of planks in that
derelict gym of ours. But it’s tried, it’s tested and it works.
Empower yourself to be able to give your two cents in any
discussion. Only for so long can you go around blaming
fortune cookies for not smiling on a shortlist to come. Because when they do come calling, you best not miss. Not
kidding, my stocks are doing just fine now.
You hear those whispers? They’re critics, admonishers with
no idea of what’s happening inside, but know enough to
drag us down to make us smell the dirt. We don’t want such
negativity in our lives. We don’t want the shine fading off
our armour anymore. We want IMT to reclaim that position of respect and reputation, and reinforce it there so
much that Ambuja Cement approaches us for an advertisement. Now would be a good time as any to begin silencing
those critics, if you haven’t already. Everybody eventually
finds a way, with or without such didactic articles and blog
posts. But since you are reading this, I’ll say go find yours.
One way or the other, IMT will give you the “fun” you seek.
It’ll have parties, events that bring together the unlikeliest
of people and make them proclaim their love and eternal
brotherhood to each other at 4 a.m. There’s a beauty about
this place that transcends conventional ways of escapism
and amusement. It’s full of people who wear their hearts
on their sleeves, dishing out opinions on everything has
ever mattered, challenging your timidity, and slapping your
cheeks to wake you up from that slumber of introversion
and reclusion. You can keep your grades, your internals,
your project reports, your divine Kotler and your balance
sheets on one side, and they would still be shy of a few
kilos when weighed against the peer learning this insane
temple offers. And amidst all the knowledge-imparting and
stress-inducing phenomena of giving you a future, there’s
ample time to make this place unforgettable.
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‘The Scandal Effect’
Courtesy- Harvard Business Review
(September 2016)

In the September issue of Harvard Business Review, Boris
Groysberg, Eric Lin, George Serafeim and Robin Abrahams
of Harvard Business School write about their research on
‘The Scandal Effect- Tainted Company Hurts Your Future
Earnings’, citing well-known examples from the ever precarious world of business. The article investigates the nature and
extent of impact an employer’s or ex-employer’s scandal has
on the future mobility and career prospects of the employee,
even if he/she was not working with the company when it
got swept up in the imbroglio.
When Volkswagen installed diesel engine controls to misrepresent emission levels in some 11 million cars worldwide,
and the controversy was out in the open, not only did the
company’s reputation and stocks get hit along with the resignation and suspension of multiple top level executives including the CEO, it also deeply affected the desirability of its
employees and former employees in the job market.
Even if you were someone
who worked with Volkswagen from 2004-2008, long
before the scandal erupted,
you were likely to pay the
price in terms of your initial compensation at a new
job, which may be around
4% less than that of your peers. Today, when the press reports extensively and repeatedly about corporate mishaps
and violations, the news of default by a company is not easy
to suppress. Fortune published a list of five biggest scandals
of 2015, including FIFA’ s indictment by the FBI, Toshiba’s
accounting problems and Exxon Mobil’s attempts to mislead
the public about climate change amongst many others, that
shook the Goliaths of business and industry.
For the purpose of the study, scandal firms were defined as
companies that had been cited in the databases of the U.S.
Government Accountability Office (GAO) or the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s Accounting and Auditing
Enforcement Releases (AAER) for misstating their revenue
earned. In the last 5 years, the number of such firms has been
about 800-850, but their size has constantly increased, indicating that the radius of impact of a scandal is only increasing. To correctly assess the effects, the researchers turned
to the concept of organisational stigma, which can happen
when a company’s actions are widely viewed as immoral and
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flawed, and an organisation suffers the same way as an individual would from stigma, other organisations may sever
ties, charitable donations are often rejected and there can me
a sudden exit of talent from the company, and this stigma is
contagious for the employees. Since judging individuals accurately is a difficult task, hiring managers delve into cognitive shortcuts, heuristics and stereotypes, either knowingly or
unknowingly to gauge candidates. They often approximate
a candidate’s capability by glancing at all the organisations
the individual has worked with, as ‘image of a company is
stronger than the image of an individual’ in the words of a
recruiter who was interviewed for the study. The CEO of
a big tank refused to interview candidates from two banks
which had failed, according to a head-hunter’s testimony such is the power of organisational stigma. The stigma is a
direct result of the judgements of various ‘arbiters’, such as
legal authorities, scholars, journalists and advocacy groups.
The research also sheds light on what factors determine
how much the scandal will affect the career of an innocent
or former employee. These factors were -- national culture:
countries with stronger regulatory and governance frameworks are more penalising in this aspect, also in larger countries such as India or the US, the news of a scandal spreads
fast but it is difficult to ascertain individual responsibility,
whereas in smaller countries, people in
the same industry know each other very
well, on an individual level. Job function: Financial scandals are the most
damaging and finance executives from
scandal firms get paid around 10% less
than their colleagues. Seniority: Senior
executives bear a greater onus, as the
higher up you were in the ladder, the
more lasting is the punishment for your
affiliation. Gender: Women are affected more than men, and
there is usually a 4% gap in their compensations, as they join
new offices. Education: An elite education often shields the
employee from the effects of a scandal. Also, industry culture and niche skills may play a part, as some industries are
more lenient than others and also certain skills cannot be
easily replaced.
In conclusion, the authors talk about how these employees
with ‘tainted’ resumes can bounce back in their careers. Firstly, absolute forthrightness and transparency can go a long
way in re-establishing your credibility if you are an innocent
employee. Secondly, one is advised to ‘borrow’ someone
else’s reputation, through reference and testimonials from
people of outstanding repute in the industry, and also work
a rehab job, where you can seek a lower level job with lesser
compensation for some time, before the air has cleared and
you have accomplished enough to regain your value in the
job market.
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Above and Beyond the Classrooms
An MBA’s Watchlist

– Professor Ashish Verma

For this edition of IMTimes, we are delighted to have
Prof. Ashish Verma share his candid suggestions on a
B-School grad’s must-watch movie list.
I pen down, three of my favourite movies in the last year or
two. I recommend that you watch (or read or both watch and
read), THE MARTIAN, THE BRIDGE OF SPIES
and THE MAN WHO KNEW INFINITY.
“The Martian”, astronaut Mark Watney uses his training and
skill to survive on Mars when his crew mistakenly presume that
he is no more and abort the project midway due to an unexpected

storm to head home for earth. The movie has some truly brilliant
moments which are a must watch, for all students. My personal
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favourite is his address to young NASA scientists upon his
return on earth where he says “At some point, everything goes

south on you, and you can either accept that or get to work, that’s
all there is. You just begin “. Well, I couldn’t agree more on that
with Mark. Space travel or corporate life, you just begin, and
take one step at a time. That’s all there is.
“The Bridge of Spies”, is a course in itself if you wish to witness a negotiation skill development module. This is a vintage
Tom Hanks remarkable portrayal of James Donovan defending a Russian spy, Rudolf Abel, during the height of the cold
war. The movie captures Donovan’s strong professional ethics
which he upholds even under extreme pressure, his personal
struggles for what is right and what is not, and his kind heartedness for a fellow human being irrespective of nationality. What
also makes this a great viewing for business school students is
Rudolf ’s wit in the midst of all the drama. His reply to Donovan’s probe as to whether he is worried about being executed
by the American, “Will it help?” is the essence of his being a
thorough professional and a patriot.
The Man who knew Infinity, is the story of the great Indian
mathematician Srinivas Ramanujam and his Cambridge mentor Prof Hardy. My favourite moment is the debate between
Ramanujam and Prof Hardy on “intuition and proof ” which
in its beautifully articulated perspectives that science and faith
are the ends of a continuum rather than being a dichotomy, is a
masterpiece in itself. It takes a Prof Hardy to find and mentor,
a Ramanujam.
HAPPY VIEWING!
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Committee Communique
International Relations
Committee
Management education has,
over a short a period of time,
undergone a paradigm shift and
has broadened its perspective to
include elements and industry
wide practices from all over the
world. Management education cannot be isolated from
business schools abroad, especially for a country like ours
which has seen a consistent growth pattern ever since the
liberalization regime of 1991. The B-schools all across
India have been quick to recognize the rapid changes and
have adapted themselves accordingly, through introducing
new and unconventional courses, simulating an unrelenting
high pressure environment and increasing their interaction
with the rest of the world. One way the Indian B-schools
have assured this is through introducing student and
faculty exchanges with colleges from all over the globe.
This has inculcated, in our students, a sensitivity to cross
cultural issues, recognizing changing business environment
and learning best practices and specializations through
immersion and short term programs.
IMT Ghaziabad took cognizance of the changes in the
B-School environment, and has been the pioneer of
exchange programs, ever since they were introduced.
International Relations Committee at IMT Ghaziabad has
spearheaded this phenomenon and has now been given
the onus of our sister campuses, namely, IMT Nagpur,
IMT Hyderabad and IMT Dubai. Group IMT currently
has 51active partnerships all over the world and sent
116 students for outgoing exchange programs to various
countries, spanning across continents, for the year ended
2015. Group IMT also hosted 60 students from its partner
institutes as a part of the incoming exchange programs.
IRC has also recognized the need for faculty to continue
their learning and has regularly sent and received faculty
members from all over the world. IRC recently hosted
delegates from Ball State University, Indiana, USA, Afghan
University, Kabul and Varna University of Management
in Bulgaria, which is a precedent to the efforts of IRC
working relentlessly to establish new collaborations and
further strengthen existing ones. IRC also organizes
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language classes in French, Spanish and German and
regularly conducts short term exchanges and immersions
which have a more intensive course structure focusing on
hands on learning through industry visits and classroom
sessions.
The efforts of IRC have been regularly recognized as IMT
Ghaziabad was ranked Number 1 in international relations
by Business World magazine in 2015. Having established
international relations and exchanges as a competency for
Group IMT, IRC now envisions to incorporate superspecialization and immersion programs with some of the
best B-Schools in the world in order to channelize the
learning of students towards more specialized courses
which provide students of IMT with a unique excellence
as they pursue their careers upon graduation from IMT.
IRC, has helped establish the brand IMT and through its
new ventures, it hopes to carry forward it’s impeccable
legacy.

Alumni Relationship
Committee
The
Alumni
Relationship
Committee
( A L C O M )
undertakes
any and all
activities to bridge the gap between the current
batches of IMTians and the collection of managers,
entrepreneurs, artists and leaders that expand the
brand value of IMT both at home and abroad.
Additionally, ALCOM acts as a provider of outlets,
for the existing alumni base to interact amongst
themselves, in the form of All India Alumni Meets
and various reunions conducted every year. In order
to meet these challenging objectives, ALCOM
conducts the following initiatives:
•Short-Term Projects: emphasizes the allocation of
live projects for 2-8 weeks, for the students to acquire
hands-on industry experience by learning about
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problem-solving, management techniques and the
expectations from a working professional. Companies
which have provided STPs in 2016 include Mahindra
& Mahindra, HCL, FutureBrands, Sportskeeda and
Dreamspace.
•Mentorship Program: provides groups of students
the opportunity to interact and get personalized
attention of an experienced alumni from the industry,
through Skype sessions. It acts as a learning bridge
for budding managers who want to get first-hand
knowledge about the prospects of the industry they
are interested in and the real-time application of their
theoretical foundation established in IMT. Over 100
mentors are a part of this program from organizations
like Indian Oil, BSI, Walmart, Philips, Sony, Samsung,
SAN Miller and others.

•Knowledge Konnect: involves a series of guest
lectures, where alumni are invited to IMT to share
their personal domain experience and expertise,
in crucial aspects to improve upon for students. In
2016, alumni including Shashank Shekhar (CEO and
Mortgage Lender, Arcuslending Inc.), Krish Dhanam
(CEO, Krish Dhanam Training International Inc.),
Amit Banga (CEO, SB Packagings Limited) and
Vivek Sah (Associate Professor, School of Business
Administration, University of San Diego).
•SAMPARK: A semi-annual newsletter, in digital
and hard copy format, which covers the plethora
of campus activities and key relevant information
concerning established alumni across industries, for
the alumni network.

Be Appy - The App that’s making
the buzz

•Safe and secure transactions through regular notifications

The future of crowd & review system
logistics
•Seamless, transparent & hassle free transaction enabled
In this era of start-ups, where so many new ideas are
popping up, some come to life and some don’t. Only those
become successful which attack the need of the customer
and eventually make them dependent on it for a better life.
Having that thought in my mind, recently, I came across a
wonderful website of a start-up: Boxploy.
Boxploy provides you a moving experience through a unique
collaboration platform that bridges the gap between senders
& carriers. It uses the feature of bidding that drastically
reduces the transportation cost for moving goods between
locations for senders at the same time providing ‘Full truck
load’ opportunities for carriers by identifying suitable cargo
through search across distance, time, route, load type, etc.
Through Boxploy communication board, bidders can raise
queries for better clarity about the cargo. With the tracking
feature senders can observe the progress of the cargo from
pick up till delivery. It also has review mechanism to ensure
our members get best carriers and customers all the time.
What makes it different?
•Transportation through both organized players and
individual free-lancers
•Wide variety of options to carry goods between locations
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through app
•Faster than traditional consolidation model of transportation
What’s in it for you?
•Carriers can ensure ‘Full truck load’ utilization
•They can ensure return truck load almost all the time
•They can also collaborate efficiently with customers through
the app which reduces turnaround time
•Individual free-lancer can increase the earning potential as
per their convenient routes and working hours
•Senders can ensure optimal and cost effective transportation
of goods
•Senders can ensure seamless communication through
notifications and discussion board enabled through the app
•Senders can provide feedback through rating system which
ensures transparency of carrier performance
Go through this smart start-up page: www.boxploy.com
Such ideas may take birth in many minds but only some
have the capacity to grow. As it is said- It is not about doing
extraordinary things, it is about doing things extraordinarily.
As an MBA grad, we too can think of implementing such
ideas and become job creators rather than job seekers.
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SSR Launch at IMT Ghaziabad
Sustainability and
Social ResponsibilityA Step towards
Change
On 1st October, 2016 IMT Ghaziabad took a big step
towards change, this time fulfilling its 3rd bedrockSocial Responsibility. The Sustainability and Social
Responsibility initiative titled “I’M The Change”,
launched on the eve of Mahatma Gandhi’s 147th
birthday, aimed to enable the students understand
and play their role in bringing social changes in this
individualistic society.
“You must be the change you wish to see in the world.”
-Mahatma Gandhi
The initiative, launched in the presence of the
eminent Gandhian acolyte, Shri Ramesh Bhaiya
of Vinoba Sewa Ashram and the dignitaries from
Ghaziabad local administration campus, was a perfect
advancement towards change in the Institute and
holistic development of its students. IMT’s endeavour
towards not just preaching but also practicing SSR is
at sync with every organisation’s present strategy of
SRM-Social Responsibility Management, giving its
students an opportunity to not just be the consumers,
but also the “contributors of values”.

District Magistrate’s Office, Ghaziabad Nagar Nigam
and government schools through DIOS, and with
diverse non-governmental organization like Agewell
Foundation, Teach for India, Smile Foundation,
AROH Foundation, SADRAG, Udayan CARE,
Project KHEL, Asha Deep Foundation and so on.
On the occasion, Director of IMT Ghaziabad, Dr
Atish Chattopadhyay talked on the ‘joy of giving’.
Citing the example of Acharya Vinobha Bhava’s
Bhoodan Andolan, he stated how we have become
sensitive to distributive justice and to understand
and appreciate how different strata of society live.
The launch event also witnessed active participation
from the Ghaziabad local administrator and public
representatives. Ghaziabad Mayor Shri Ashu Verma
was the Chief Guest at the event while ADM City
Smt Priti Jayaswal and SP City Shri Salman Taj
also graced the dais. Shri Satish Kaura, Padma Shri
awardee and CMD, Samtel Group represented
IMTG Governing Council at the event.

Sri Ashu Verma congratulated IMT Ghaziabad for
taking up the cause of SSR. He underlined how
business graduate students have an opportunity
to not only earn well, but do so while serving the
society. He looked forward to the young minds and
energies making positive changes in the society which
is inflicted by poverty and paucity among those at the
bottom of the pyramid. He proudly informed how
the students played an active part during the Swachh
Bharat Week on the 2nd anniversary of Swachh
Bharat Abhiyan, and looked hopeful of the future
As the eager students filled up the auditorium with generation.
the hope of getting an opportunity to do their bit
in adding value to society, Dr. Kasturi Das (Associate What was noted as the most arresting speech of the
Professor, IMTG and Faculty-in-Charge, SSR) event was the distinguising speech delivered by Shri
commenced the occasion by apprising the students Ramesh Bhaiya as he regretted that our country of
with the huge ‘bouquet of options’ to choose their allopathy and homeopathy lacks sympathyproject from, which were selected after the institute’s “Dua ka desh abhi dawaa se bhi thik nahin ho raha
recently formed partnership with several district hai.” (The land of blessings is not getting healed even
level Government agencies which included the by medicine.)
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The Guests and the Organizers at the SSR Launch
While covering several aspects on the relevance of
SSR, he quoted his experience with Acharya Vinobha
Bhava, the renowned freedom fighter and a Gandhian.
He commented that SSR was always supposed to be
a part of our lifestyle. When the Universe was made,
5 beings were sent to take care of it, only for them to
gradually turn towards caring for the self.

Aur zyada padha, Desh mein badlav laye...”
(Education is to bring about positive change, improve
the degrading society)

Similar to a small seed that creates a large tree, a small
initiative from each other one of us can bring a big
change towards the betterment of the society.
The inspirited crowd burst into a huge round of
“Milon ki dooriyan vigyan ne kamm kar di, magar applause as Sri Ramesh Bhaiya ended his speech,
mannon ki dooriyan vigyan kam nahin kar paya.”
looking forward to the course to begin contributing,
(Science has reduced physical distance but not growing, learning and unlearning.
emotional detachment.)
As the first of the many ‘I’M The Change’ events came
He then concluded his speech with the invigorating to a closure, the students were much more ardent
encouragement of doing our part to bring change in about the course than they were when they began.
the society and its people who are spiritually afar.
This mandatory course was no more a compulsion for
3 credits, but a keen contribution the students wanted
“Thodha padha, gaaon mein badlav laye,
to commit to.
Aur padha, sheher mein badlav laye,
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IMT Launches The Official Blog- VoiceOfIMTGhaziabad
IMTeam PRISM is proud to
re-launch the official blog of
IMT - Voice of IMT Ghaziabad!
This year, as the new batch arrived
at the IMT campus like a fresh
cool breeze of autumn, it brought
along something autumn always
brings: a need to rediscover
ourselves. A need to change.
The Voice of IMT Ghaziabad. A blog,
that will not just be our voice, it will
represent who we are. To the world
outside, to probably someone who
lives inside us. A small part of our
identity as the students of IMT-G.
Visit www.voiceofimtghaziabad.
wordpress.com and be a part of our
journey!

Obituary

IMT
Ghaziabad
comes
together in this moment of
grief to mourn the sad demise
of Professor G.D. Sardana on
Oct 17, 2016. A PhD from IIT
Delhi, he led a life of values
no epitaph can contain. Not
just a phenomenal teacher,
his penmanship has been
the guiding light to students,
having authored books like:
Productivity Measurement for Business Excellence, 2009
and Productivity Management: A Systems Approach,1998.
He will be deeply missed by his students and colleagues from
academia, friends, family, and all who knew the noble soul. IMT
Ghaziabad stands beside the bereaved family in condolence.
May his soul rest in peace.
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